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Complex Market Demands Specialized Skills
Municipal bond (muni) market dynamics underscore the importance of skilled in-
depth credit research to uncover opportunities and manage risks. Today’s muni 
marketplace includes nearly 50,000 state and local issuers of varying purpose and 
size, approximately 1 million securities of differing credit quality, and a total value 
of $3.8 trillion.1 We believe navigating this large and complex market requires 
specialized skills that generally are beyond the scope of most individual investors.

Because the muni market is large and fragmented, many investors rely solely on 
broad market indices to identify promising securities. However, we believe this 
approach limits opportunity because market indices tend to focus on larger, more 
familiar issues, such as general obligation bonds.

Our approach expands the opportunity set, relying on proprietary credit research 
to uncover lesser-known, under-followed munis. We believe these munis offer 
compelling long-term values.

Dedicated, Disciplined Research Sets Apart Our Process
American Century Investments’ approach to building and managing muni 
portfolios involves input and insight from an experienced team of investment 
professionals—from portfolio managers, to risk analysts to credit researchers.

Our experienced muni research team has a deep understanding of credit-sensitive 
areas of the market. We believe our attention to meticulous, sector-specific 
municipal credit research gives our process an edge. 

In addition to analyzing market mainstays, we delve into select muni sectors and 
securities that major benchmarks typically overlook or avoid. This is a key 
component of our alpha-generation effort. Navigating the non-traditional, credit-
sensitive segments of the muni market requires knowledge, experience and a 
rigorous research process.

But we believe the value this comprehensive process uncovers is well worth the 
effort. Through this work, our team often uncovers compelling opportunities in 
such under-followed muni sectors as hospitals, higher education, charter schools, 
retirement communities and land-secured.

Members of our five-member municipal credit research team are seasoned 
professionals with an average 25 years of industry experience. Each specializes in 
specific market segments, so the team brings to the process a thorough 
understanding of each sector’s opportunities and risks. The entire muni team 
relies on the credit analysts’ insights throughout the security selection and 
portfolio-building and management process.

1 Data as of 2018. Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board. 2019. “Muni Facts. “March 2019.

Key Takeaways
§ The muni market includes 

thousands of issuers across the 
country. Finding value in this vast 
market requires specialized skills 
that expand investment 
opportunities beyond broad 
market benchmarks.

§ We believe rigorous credit 
research is a key differentiator 
that offers insight into 
overlooked areas of the muni 
market.

§ By incorporating our proprietary 
credit research into the portfolio 
management process, we believe 
we can deliver compelling value 
to our clients.
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Where Top-Down Meets Bottom-Up
The muni team uses a combination of top-down and bottom-up analysis to select securities and build portfolios. The top-down 
approach examines such broad market influences as economic growth, interest rates, duration and yield-curve movements. 
These data help analysts anticipate sector trends and identify specific securities influenced by those trends.

The bottom-up analysis begins with an internal credit review, a detailed process that includes studying offering documents and 
meeting with issuers and bankers. Depending on the credit, this process may include onsite visits. From there, the analyst 
evaluates the issuer’s economic and financial strength, debt burden and political risks.
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Buy/
Sell

Risk 
Budgeting 

Relative Value 
Discussion

Fundamental Credit Analysis

Municipal Market Outlook

Macroeconomic Outlook
§ Economic outlook
§ Duration

§ Rates
§ Yield curve

§ Sectors
§ Yield curve

§ Municipal relative value 
vs. taxable fixed income

§ Bond pricing review
§ Portfolio kit

§ Structural security 
analysis

§ Position sizing
§ Risk model review

§ Expected return/tracking 
error projections

§ Pre-trade compliance
§ Best execution

§ Portfolio managers transact

Internal Credit Review

Economic, Financial Strength, 
Debt, Political Risk Analysis

Assign Internal Rating

Surveillance

§ Review offering documents
§ Conference calls with issuers/bankers
§ Site visits on select credits

§ Economic and demographic trends
§ Finances/financial management practices
§ Debt burden (direct debt & pensions)
§ Political risk 

§ Assign internal ratings from AAA to D
§ Assign internal trend (stable, positive, negative)
§ Predict future rating agency actions

§ All credits reviewed; frequently driven by risk and volatility
§ Review continuing disclosures/conference calls with issuers
§ Site visits if necessary

After thoroughly analyzing a credit, the analyst will assign the security an internal credit rating, from AAA to D. In addition, the 
analyst also will assign a trend (stable, positive, negative) to each rating and offer a predication as to future external ratings 
agency actions. Analysts formalize their findings in detailed credit reports stored on an internal analytics system. Lower-quality 
and higher-volatility securities often undergo even more scrutiny and review from the entire muni team.

When the credit analysts deem securities investment-worthy, they discuss their ideas with the portfolio management team. 
The entire group conducts a relative value assessment of each security, examining fundamental and technical attributes in 
relation to pricing and total return potential. If a security represents a good fit for the portfolio, we will purchase it. 

We believe a risk-management overlay further distinguishes our approach. We integrate American Century Investments’ risk 
management team into our muni portfolio management and security analysis structure. This seasoned group is charged with 
evaluating and managing such factors as position size, expected returns and tracking error. We believe few muni managers 
have a dedicated risk-management team like ours, and if they do, those risk managers serve more in a compliance capacity 
than as part of the portfolio construction process.

Ongoing surveillance of portfolio securities is another crucial component of the process. The frequency of such surveillance 
depends on the risk and volatility of each credit. Additionally, the muni team meets regularly to conduct a thorough review of 
all credits rated BBB or lower. This effort helps the team closely monitor lower-quality credits for any developments that would
prompt a buy or sell.

Regular Reviews Keep Portfolios on Point
Every security in an American Century Investments muni portfolio has undergone a rigorous credit review and approval 
process. Furthermore, each security will continue to undergo intense scrutiny for as long as the portfolio owns it. This detailed 
credit research and security selection and review process has helped our muni portfolios navigate many credit-related 
challenges. Ultimately, this effort is designed to help our portfolios deliver attractive tax-free yields and performance potential 
throughout market cycles.



The opinions expressed are those of the muni portfolio management team at American Century Investments and are no 
guarantee of the future performance of any American Century Investments portfolio. 

Investment return and principal value of security investments will fluctuate. The value at the time of redemption may be more or
less than the original cost. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 

The letter ratings indicate that credit worthiness of the underlying bonds in the portfolio and generally range from AAA (highest) 
to D (lowest). 

Generally, as interest rates rise, bond prices fall. The opposite is true when interest rates decline. 

Investment income may be subject to certain state and local taxes and, depending on your tax status, the federal alternative 
minimum tax (AMT). Capital gains are not exempt from state and federal income tax. 

Diversification does not assure a profit, nor does it protect against loss of principal. 

This information is for educational purposes only and is not intended as investment or tax advice. Please consult your tax advisor 
for more detailed information or for advice regarding your individual situation. 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: American Century Companies, Inc. and its affiliates do not provide tax advice. Accordingly, any 
discussion of U.S. tax matters contained herein (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be
used, in connection with the promotion, marketing or recommendation by anyone unaffiliated with American Century Companies, 
Inc. of any of the matters addressed herein or for the purpose of avoiding U.S. tax-related penalties

©2020 American Century Proprietary Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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Glossary
Alpha. Alpha is typically used to represent the value added or subtracted by active investment management strategies. It shows how an actively 
managed investment portfolio performed compared with the expected portfolio returns produced simply by benchmark volatility (beta) and 
market changes. A positive alpha shows that an investment manager has been able to capture more of the upside movement in the benchmark 
while softening the downswings. A negative alpha means that the manager's strategies have caught more benchmark downside than upside.

Credit quality. Credit quality reflects the financial strength of the issuer of a security and the ability of that issuer to provide timely payment of 
interest and principal to investors in the issuer's securities. Common measurements of credit quality include the credit ratings provided by 
agencies such as Standard & Poor's and Moody's. Credit quality and credit quality perceptions are a key component of the daily market pricing 
of fixed-income securities, along with maturity, inflation expectations and interest rate levels.

Credit rating agencies. These companies assign credit ratings for issuers of certain types of debt obligations as well as the debt instruments 
themselves. In the U.S., the Securities and Exchange Commission permits investment banks and broker-dealers to use credit ratings from 
"Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations" such as Standard and Poor's, Moody's Investor Services and Fitch Ratings.

Credit ratings. Measurements of credit quality provided by credit rating agencies. Those provided by Standard & Poor's are typically the most 
widely quoted and distributed and range from AAA (highest quality; perceived as least likely to default) down to D (in default). Securities and 
issuers rated AAA to BBB are considered/perceived to be "investment-grade"; those below BBB are considered/perceived to be non-
investment-grade or more speculative.

Full faith and credit pledge. The unconditional commitment to pay principal and interest on debt, usually guaranteed by a government entity 
(e.g., the U.S. Treasury).

General obligation (GO) bonds. One of the biggest sectors in the municipal securities market. Typically, these bonds are secured by the full 
faith and credit pledge of the issuer and usually supported by the issuer's taxing power (tax revenues provide the means by which most interest 
payments are made). GO bonds can be issued by states, counties, cities, towns and regional districts to fund a variety of public projects, 
including construction of and improvements to schools, highways, and water and sewer systems.

Municipal securities (munis). Debt securities typically issued by or on behalf of U.S. state and local governments, their agencies or authorities 
to raise money for a variety of public purposes, including financing for state and local governments as well as financing for specific projects and 
public facilities. In addition to their specific set of issuers, the defining characteristic of munis is their tax status. The interest income earned on 
most munis is exempt from federal income taxes. Interest payments are also generally exempt from state taxes if the bond owner resides within 
the state that issued the security. The same rule applies to local taxes. The two main types of munis are general obligation bonds (GOs) and 
revenue bonds. Revenue bonds are secured by the charges tied to the use of the facilities financed by the bonds.
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